
City of Williamsburg 
Recreation Department 

                                             Job Description  
 

Williamsburg Family Aquatic Center-Pool Manager 
Date Reviewed:  March 1, 2019 
Supervisor(s):  City Council and Public Works Director 
 

Description: 
The Pool Manager handles the daily operations and the overall supervision of the 
Williamsburg Family Aquatic Center.  
 

Duties and Responsibilities: 
1. Responsible for the safety of the guests, staff and pool facilities. 
2. Responsible for the supervision of the concession stand and cashier staff.  
3. Respond in a calm, professional manner while directing the actions of the staff in 

regards to the Emergency Action Plan in the pool and surrounding area. 
4. Vigilant monitoring of pool water chemistry, chemical feed systems and pool 

filters to ensure optimum operations at all times. Reviews conditions of pool 
water quality and makes all necessary corrections to maintain the quality of the 
pool water to meet acceptable standards as set by the State Health Department. 
Reports conditions of pool water quality to Asst. Director and get approval before 
applying any chemicals. 

5. Perform chemical, temperature, filter pressure and water meter readings and 
record them as required by the state health code. 

6. Prepares all lifeguard/cashier work schedules and verify all employee work hours.  
7. Complete all paperwork, including evaluations, accident reports, incident reports, 

and submit them in a timely manner and report progress to the City Council.  
8. Assist in training and development of lifeguard staff and conduct regular 

in-service training. 
9. Responsible for the alertness, promptness, professionalism and consistent rule 

enforcement of the guard staff.  
10. Evaluate usage patterns of guests and organize the daily rotation of the staff to 

effectively cover all zones.  
11. Effectively deal with conflict situations from both guests and staff to find 

resolution in a fair and timely manner 
12. Provide discipline in a firm yet fair manner following established procedures for 

both guests and staff. 
13. Keep effective lines of communication open between all parties. 
14. Lead staff during opening and closing procedures of the facilities.  
15. Inspect the facility daily for damaged or missing equipment. Repair and/or report 

any problem areas found to Public Works. 
16. Perform a physical check of all emergency equipment on a daily basis. Report any 

defects/problems to the Public Works or remove and replace them as needed.  
17. Submit and review all written reports, including incident/accident forms. 
18. Assume the role of the lifeguard/cashier and other assigned duties as needed.  
19. Exercise sound judgement in situations not covered by policies and procedures. 



20. Be available to staff, supervise and/or teach students learn to swim lessons.  
21. Closes pool due to inclement weather or unsafe pool conditions. 
22. Discipline and dismiss staff with the approval and assistance of the City Council.  
23. Handle scheduling and payments of pool rentals.  
24. Responsible for ordering concessions and other supplies. 
25. Assist in janitorial duties to ensure a safe and clean environment. 
26. Other duties as assigned by Public Works and City Council. 

 
 

Qualifications: 
1. Position requires individual must be 18 years of age or older.  
2. Lifeguard/First Aid/CPR/AED certified with American Red Cross REQUIRED. 
3. CPO certification preferred. 
4. Lifeguard Instructor preferred. 
5. A minimum of three years of experience as a regular lifeguard or a minimum of 

two years’ experience as a head guard, assistant pool manager or a closely related 
management experience.  

6. Good working knowledge of pool operations-both mechanical and personnel. 
Thorough knowledge of water chemistry, filtration and hydraulic balance of 
swimming pools and ability to maintain proper water conditions.  

7. Good physical condition, strong leadership, communication and organizational 
skills.  

 
 
Physical, Mental and Environmental Requirements: 

1. Swimming, walking, balancing, climbing, standing, stooping, lifting, pulling, 
pushing, reaching, talking, feeling, hearing, finger dexterity, grasping.  

2. The ability to perform the Lifeguard Pretest of 300-yard swim, two-minute tread 
test and brick test in 1:40.  

3. Sitting approximately 10% of the time.  
4. Standing approximately 20% of the time.  
5. Standing and or walking approximately 70% of the time.  
6. Requires the exertion of up to 25 pounds routinely, and exertion of up to 50 

pounds occasionally, and exertion of more than 50 pounds infrequently to lift or 
otherwise move people or objects. 

7. Able to visually recognize persons in need of rescue and to perform water rescue 
in a timely fashion. 

8. Perform record keeping and math necessary for water testing and concessions.  
9. Work is performed is a typical outdoor swimming pool environment.  The worker 

may be exposed to deep water in a rescue situation, temperatures in excess of 100 
degrees for more than one-hour, chemical hazards, and possibly slippery walking 
surfaces.  

 



This job description is not the complete statement of every task and responsibility that is 
required of this position. It contains the major duties performed by an individual and may 
require assistance with other tasks as necessary.  


